New Movies @ BTPL: February 2024

Check for our hottest new releases on the “New” shelf for one week (feature films & foreign films) or three weeks (tv shows, non-feature films, and biographies)!

**Feature Films**

- The Black Mass
- The Farm
- Hallmark Travel & Romance 6-Movie Collection
- The Hunger Games: The Ballad of Songbirds and Snakes
- The Hunger Games: The Ballad of Songbirds and Snakes (Blu-Ray)
- Hypnotic
- The Independent
- Just the Two of Us
- The Marvels
- The Marvels (Blu-Ray)
- Miranda’s Victim
- Moon Garden
- Next Goal Wins
- The Night They Came Home
- The Night They Came Home (Blu-Ray)
- Priscilla
- Priscilla (Blu-Ray)
- The Royal Hotel
- Surviving Camp Analog
- Under the Influencer
- Waikiki
- Waitress: The Musical

**Foreign Films**

- Afire (German)
- Amateur Teens (German)
- Blue Moon (Romanian)
- Elis & Tom: Só Tinha Ser Com Você (Portuguese)
- Gods of Mexico (Spanish)
- Joyland (Urdu)
- Lie With Me (French)
- Liuben (Bulgarian)
- Signs of War (French)
- The Three Musketeers: Part 1 (French)
- Youth Spring (Mandarin)

**Non-Feature Films**

- All Up in the Biz
- The Battle to Beat Malaria
- The Brain-Gut Connection
- 5-Minute Yoga with Peggy Cappy
- Gay USA: Snapshots of 1970s LGBT Resistance
- Lee and Liza’s Family Tree
- Look Through Any Window 1963-1975
- Plan C
- Planet Earth III
- The Stones and Brian Jones
- Television Event

**TV Shows**

- Beyond Paradise: Series 1
- The Bridge: Series 4 (Danish)
- Fear the Walking Dead: Season 8
- The Walking Dead: Daryl Dixon Season 1

**Biographies**

- The Secret Cities of Mark Kistler